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The following is the first in a series of exc_erpts from the'Gemstone File', a conspiracy 
theory which lias been liand-circulated around the world for nearly two decades. We make 
no claims as to the authenticity of its statements, but believe that this is the first time it has 
been published in serial form or, as far as we know, in any publication. It begins with a 
warning that it is dangerous to haiJe in your possession or transmit, which seems to us a 
good reason to release it for public scrutiny. 

•increased their already vast wealth. Hughes Medical Foundation, sole 
A SKELETON KEY TO THE Bruce Roberts, studying journalism owner of Hughes Aircraft, creating a 

GEMSTONE ALE and physics at the University of tax-free non-accountable money 
Wisconsin, learned these things funnel or 'laundry' for whatever 

The Gemstone File was written in through personal contacts. His Hughes wanted. US Government anti
many segments over a period of year's special interest was in crystal trust suits against Hughes, TWA and 
by an American named Bruce lography: the creation of synthetic other enterprises are also shelved. 
Roberts. Parts of the file were rubies, the original gemstone MARCH 1957: Onassis carries 
released to certain Americans experiment. out a carefully planned action. He has 
beginning in 1969. The number of . 1936-1940: Eugene Meyer buys the Hughes kidnapped from his 
pages is well over a thousand, of Washington Post; other Mafia buy bungalow at the Beverly Hills Hotel, 
which I have read about 400, It has other papers, radio stations, TV etc to using Hughes' own men (Chester 
been possible to verify some of the gain control of news media. As the war Davis, born Cesare in Sicily, et all. The 
statements made, but the research approaches news censorship of all other Hughes men either quit, get 
facilities reqUired to verify the entire major media goes into effect. fired or join the new Onassis 
story would be monumental. Those 1941-1945: [Direct US involvement organization. A few days later, Mayor 
who transmit the story do 50 because in] World War II, which was very Cannon (later Senator Car.:1on) of 
it makes sense in the light of current profitabl-e for Onassis, Rockefeller, Nevada arranges a fake marriage to 
events. Although parts I)? it seem Kennedy, the Roosevelts, I.G. Farben, Jean Peters to explain Hughes' 
improbable, in general it lings true. etc. Onassis, selling oU and arms to sudden loss ef interest in ill:hasing 
Readers will have to maki! up their both sides, went through the war movie stars. Hughes, battered and 
ovm minds as to its authenti~ity,  without. losing a single ship or man. At brain-damageq in the scuffle, is taken 

Since the scope of this work is so the~  end of the war, Nazi 'experts' to the Emerald Isles Hotel in the 
large and the events descrIbed are so assimiiated into the Pentagon Bahamas, where the entire top floor 
complex and interlocking, it may be infiltrate the highest levels. Allen has been rented for the "Hughes 
more easily understood with this Dulles, in partnership with "ex-Nazi" Party". Hughes is shot full of heroin 
skeleton outline of the Gemstone General Reinhard Gehlen, fo-rms a for 30 days, then taken off to a oe11 on 
thesis. Indivld ual pages can then be new agency: the Central Intelligence Onassis' island, Skorpios, where he 
read with greater comprehension. Agency. spent the rest of his life. Onassis now 

1932: Onassis, a Gr~:ek drug 1949: Onassis buys US war surplus has a much larger power base in the 
pusher and ship owner who made his 'Uberty Ships' in questionable US: the Hughes empire, as well as 
first million selling "Turkish tobacco" (iJUega!) purchase. Lawyer Burke control over Nixon and the other 
(opium) in Argentina, wOJrked out a Marshalll helps him. Hughes-purchased politicians. L. 
profitable deal with Joseph Kennedy, 1956: Howard Hughes, Texas Wayne Rector, who had been acting 
Eugene Meyer & Meyer Lansky: Millionaire, is meanwhile buying his as Hughes' double since 1955, 
Onassis was to ship booze direct into way into control of the US electoral became "Hughes". 
Boston for Joseph Kennedy. Also process with a view to his own SEPTEMBER 1957; Onassis calls 
involved was a heroin deal with personal gain. He buys 'Senators, the Appalachian meeting to inform 
Franklin and Elliot Roosevelt. Governors etc. He finalfy buys his last US Mafia leaders of his control over 

1934: Onassis, RockefeUer and the politician - newly elected Vice Hughes, and his adoption of Hughes' 
"Seven Sisters" (major oil companies) President Nixon - via a quarter of a method of acquiring power; buying 
signed an agreement, outlined in an million dollar non-repayable loan to US senators, congressmen, governors, 
oil cartel memo: Screw the Arabs out Nixon's brother Donald. judges en masse to gain conlrol of the 
of their oil, transport it on Onassis' E_ARLY 1957: Nixon repays the US government 'legally'. Onassis' 
ships. Rockefeller and the Seven favour by having Internal Revenue radio message to Appalachian from a 
Sisters to get rich. Adl this was done, Service and Treasury grant tax-free remole Pennsylvania farmhouse 
and those who did it considerably status (re-fused twice before) to the intercepted (reluctantly) by FBI's J. 
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Edgar Hoover, on the basis of a tipoff 
from some Army Intelligence guys 
who weren't in on the plan. 

ALSO IN 1957: Joseph Kennedy 
takes John F. and Jackie to see 
Onassis on his yacht, introduces John 
and reminds Onassis of an old Mafia 
promise: the PreSidency for a 
Kennedy. Onassis agrees. 

1958: Hordes of Mafia-selected, 
purchased & supported "grass roots" 
candidates sweep into office. 

1959: Stirring election battle 
between Kennedy & Nixon. Either 
way Onassis wins, since he has control 
over both candidates. 

1960: JFK elected American 
people happy. Rose Kennedy happy. 
Onassis happy - Mafia ecstatic. 
Roberts brings his synthetic rubies 
(the original "Gemstones") to Hughes 
Aircraft in Los Angeles. They steal his 
rubies - the basis for laser beam 
research, laser bombs etc 'because of 
the optical quality of the rubies. One 
of the 11 possible sources for one of 
the ingredients involved in the 
Gemstone experiments was the 
Golden Triangle 3rea. Roberts was 
married to the daughter of former 
French Consll! in Indo-China. In that 
area, Onassis' i.nvolvement in the 
Golden Triangle dope trade v.ras no 
secret. Roberts' I invr~sdgaHon 

revealed the Onassis - Hughes 
connection, kidnap & switch. When 
they steal his invention he decides to 
make public what he knows and 
begins work on the "Gemstone File", 

"Gemstones" .. synthetic rubies 
and sapphires with accompanying 
"histories" - Gemstone Pa pers . were 
sold or givcn away to foreign Consular 
officials - in return for information on 
world-wide intelligence activities of 
many countries. This intelligence 
network is the source for much of the 
information in the Gemstone File. 

JANUARY 1961: Joseph Kennedy 
has a stroke, ending his control over 
John and Bobby The boys decide to 
rebel against Onassis' control. Why? 
Inter-Mafia struggle? Or pcrha ps a 
dim hope of restoring the land of the 
free and home of the bmvc to its 
mythical integrity? Whatever the 
reason, they commit a series of acts 
absolutely forbidden by the Mafia: 

arrest Wally Bird, owner of Air 
Thail.":1d, who has been shipping 
Onassis' heroin out of the Golden 
Triangle (Laos , Cambodia 
VietNam) under contract with CIA 
("Air Opium"); Arrest Mafia Teamster 
Jimmy Hoffa and put him in gaol; 
Declare the $73 million in forged 
"Hughes" land loans, deposHed with 
the San Francisco Bank of America as 
'security' for the TWA judgement 
against Hughes, to be what they are; 
forgeries. 

APRlL 1961: CIA Bay of Pigs 
fiasco. Hunt, McCord, CIA, Battista 
Cubans & Mafia angry about JFK's 
lack of enthusiasm. Onassis has his 
US right-hand man, "Hughes" top 
aide, former FBI & CIA, Robert 
Maheu (nicknamed 'IBM' for 'Iron 
Bob Maheu') hire and train a team of 
Mafia assassins to get Castro. The 
team of a dozen or so includes John 
Roselli and Jimmy (the Weasel) 
Frattiano,' expert Mafia ~itmen  

assisted by· Hunt & McCord of the 
CIA and others. This was reported 
recently by Jack Anderson, who gets a 
lot of his 'tips' from his friend Frank 
(Fiorini) Sturgis - also on the Castro 
assassination team. The team' tried 5 
times to kill Castro, with every:. '1.ing 
from long-range riflcs to apph~  pie 
with sodium morphate pellets. C~.stro  

survived. 
1963: Members of the Castro 

assassination team arrested at Lake 
Pontchartrain, La, by Bobby 
Kennedy's Justice boys. Angered, 
Onassis stops trying to kill Castro & 
goes for the head: JFK , who, 
according to Onassis, had welched on 
a Mafia agreement. JFK sets up the 
"Group of 40" to fight Onassis . 

AUGUST 1963: Two murders had 
to occur before the murder of ]FK, of 
people~  who would understand the 
situation and might squawk: 

1> Senator Estes Kefauver whose 
Crime Commission investigations 
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had uncovered the original 1932 deal 
!between Onassis, Kennedy , Eugene 
Meyer Lansky, Roosevelt et al. 
Kefauver planned a speech on the 
Senate floor denouncing Mafia 
operations. Instead he ate a piece of 
apple pie laced with sodium 
morphate (used in rat poison) & had a 
sodium morphate induced heart 
attack on the Senate floor. 

2> Phillip Graham, editor of the 
Washington Post Phillip had 
married Katherine Meyer, Eugene 
Meyer's daughter, who had inherited 
the Post & allied media empires. 
Graham put together the Kennedy
Johnson ticket & was Kennedy's 
friend in the struggle with Onassis. 
Katherine Meyer Graham bribes 
some psychiatrists to certify her 
husband Phil insane. He was allowed 
out of the asylum for the weekend & 
died of a shotgun wound to the head 

in the Graham home in Washington. 
The D.A. ruled it a suicide. 

NOV. 1st 1963: The hit on JFK 
was supposed to take place in true 
Mafia style; a triple execution, 
together with Diem and Nhu in 
VietNam, Diem & Nhu got theirs as 
scheduled. 'Onassis had invited Jackie 
for a cruise on his yacht, the Cristina, 
where she was. when ]FK got tipped 
off that Onassis planned to wipe him 
out. JFK called Jackie on the yacht 
from the White House, telling her; 
"Get off that yacht if you have to 
swim." Jackie stayed on board, 
descending the gangplank a few days· 
latCor in Turhy on Onassis' arm, to 
impress the TurkiSh Sey Mustapha. 
Madame Nhu, in the US, bitterly 
remarked that "Whatever happened 
in Vietnam will see its counterpart in 
the United States". JFK cancelled his 
appearance at a football stadium in 
Chicago, where the CIA-Mafia 
assassination team was poised for the 
kill. One of the assassination team 
(Tom Vallee, a double for Oswald) was 
picked up in Chicago with a rifle & 
qu.ickly released by the police. 3 
weeks later the Mafia's alternate & 
carefully arranged execution plan 
went into effect as JFK was 
assassinated in Dallas. 

Next Issue The Kennedy 

Assassination. 
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